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THE THERMOPATCH VISION
Thermopatch is the market leader in the development and 

production of labels, transfers and emblems on fabric for over 

85 years. We are the leading authority in the world of corporate 

identity with a clear vision on sustainable, innovative and energy 

efficient solutions. Our aim is to continue developing and 

improving ourselves to ensure our products and service provision 

also improve continuously in line with market changes and our 

clients' wishes.

THE THERMOPATCH MISSION
Our mission is to promote socially, economically and ecologically 

sustainable development programmes built on our knowledge and 

experience. With an emphasis on individual policy instruments 

and combining them effectively. By using innovative processes 

and unique textile finishing technology we continue to distinguish 

ourselves within the market and to offer high-quality, bespoke 

services to all of our customers.

We are committed to the continuous modification of our activities 

based on ten universally accepted principles of human rights and 

anti-corruption. The core values of safety, health, the environment, 

highly ethical conduct and respect for people are directly in line 

with the established principles in the United Nations' Global 

Compact.

INTRODUCTION
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Thermopatch is a multinational organisation specialising in 

emblems, transfers and labelling solutions for the past 80 years.

Recognised by customers in the hospitality, healthcare, workwear,

laundry and sports sectors for our rich expertise, superior service

and impeccable quality, we have always prided ourselves on 

pioneering new technology, new thinking and new solutions. 

Incorporating ethical practices in our eco-friendly and sustainable 

strategy for production and logistics distinguishes our global 

business vision. From the headquarters in Syracuse, New York and 

the European operations centre in the Netherlands, Thermopatch 

services over 90 countries and maintains robust standards to 

compete in the global market place. The vast global network of 

offices and distributors with local knowledge and skills have enabled 

Thermopatch to make a lasting impression on the garment branding 

solutions industry.

OUR MARKET PLACE
Work clothing, flatwork and any textiles used in the healthcare 

industry must adhere to the highest hygiene standards. A tight 

logistics process is necessary to supply both staff and patients 

with clean products every day. The Thermopatch automated label 

systems help to keep this running smoothly. Our machines and 

labels are the result of years of practical experience and intensive 

research. Thanks to our labels the entire washing process can be 

followed easily so that sheets, towels and professional clothing 

can be processed fast. Thermopatch therefore ensures optimum 

washing results.

THE COMPANY

For more information visit:
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If you look good, you feel good. That idea helps patients to feel 

that they are in safe hands. But a uniform must adhere to strict 

hygiene standards to keep your work environment safe and 

clean. Our labels can withstand high washing temperatures 

without losing their colour or quality. So whether you work in 

a laboratory or on a ward, we'll make sure you look your best.

UNIFORMS

1
DRESS WELL 

FEEL GOOD
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UNIFORMS

HIQ TAPE • SUPPLE HEAVY DUTY
This strong and supple tape is available in 

various colours in continuous and die-cut 

rolls. The rolls can also be pre-printed. 

An optimum end-result is guaranteed 

when used in combination with the HiQ- 

ink ribbons. With perfect adhesion it can 

withstand even the heaviest industrial 

washing processes with ease. For use 

with HiQ thermal transfer printers.

HYTEX • EXTRA SECURITY
Hytex is similar to HiQ but has an extra 

self-adhesive layer. Advantages: a Hytex 

label can also be affixed in awkward 

places without displacement. Suitable 

for all sorts of breathable fabrics and 

available in different sizes. Very durable 

and excellent readability. For use with HiQ 

thermal transfer printers.

WHAT ARE HIQ, HYTEX AND FASTAG?
Our range of thermal transfer print media 

helps care institutions to personalise 

items of clothing.

• Hytex is HiQ tape with a self-adhesive 

layer. This label can be positioned 

on the garment without curling or 

moving.

• HiQ tape is suitable for labelling any 

garment, it's durable but still soft 

against the skin.

• FasTag is the thinnest tape ever 

made, which you can barely feel in 

clothing or underwear.

HIQ CLEAN
Another item of the HiQ series is 

HiQ-Clean. Tape from this range has 

a different adhesive layer, making it 

possible to apply the tape to barrier 

fabrics and similar synthetic materials. 

This includes specialist workwear in the 

microelectronics, pharmaceutical and 

nuclear industries.

HiQ-Clean is also ideally suited for 

textiles in clean room environments. 

It is, however, not suitable for surgical 

clothing which is sterilized using an 

autoclave.

Work clothing is all about looking good and reassuring others that everything is 

under control. For some employees having personal items of clothing is important 

to perform their jobs properly. With our innovative label solutions for personal 

clothing you can always keep track of items that have been washed internally. This 

saves time and prevents theft and unnecessary disruption.

-

PLYTEX & DIE-CUT • FAST & ACCURATE
A simple and effective product designed 

for use in the healthcare sector and 

laundry services. You can print your text 

on the self-adhesive Plytex labels or the 

die-cut roll in just four steps. For use 

in combination with Make Your Mark 

software or the more comprehensive 

BarTender. Plytex, doesn't just save time, 

it also reduces the chance of mistakes.

Plytex and die-cut is for use with the LQ-

690 printer.

CARE LABELS
Leather jackets, polo shirts and skirts all 

come with their own care label providing 

information on whether or not it should 

be washed, dried or ironed. Thermopatch 

supplies high-quality tape for the pro-

duction of care labels with clearly printed 

user instructions or logos.

BARCODE LABELS • 
RELIABLE AND FLEXIBLE
A cost effective and very reliable textile 

registration system. Label software from  

Thermopatch enables you to print 

barcodes or other necessary information 

easily. It can be used in a 'standalone' 

environment or through a local network.

HIQ THERMAL TRANSFER TAPE AND 
INK RIBBON • THE IDEAL COMBINATION
Specially designed for Thermopatch 

HiQ printers. Supple and strong tape, as 

continuous or die-cut, that can withstand 

even the most intensive wash. HiQ tape 

and ink ribbon can be used to label all 

popular fabric types. The tape can also 

be pre-printed with your logo and/or text 

in any colour you wish.

THE MAIN ADVANTAGES OF THE 
LABEL SYSTEM
• Most fabrics used for workwear can be 

labelled effectively. 

• Advanced Barcode, Datamatrix and QR  

Technology

• Will last as long as the garment

• Easy to seal

HIGH QUALITY AND FLEXIBLE 
TRANSFERS
Flexible fabric transfers are distinguish-

able by their high-print quality and 

colour intensity ideal to be applied on 

workwear. Our sustainable and versatile 

transfers are suitable for any sort of 

fabric thanks to their unique stretch 

properties. Our transfers are the best 

choice. Guaranteed. 

09
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VISIBLE QUALITY
We will go the extra mile for your company 

name or logo. We strive for optimum 

performance and seals on every project 

immediate quality guaranteed. 

Thermopatch reflective transfers are 

custom made and are particularly 

useful when working at night or in poor-

visibility, such as the emergency services 

and highway construction.

REFLECTIVE EMBLEMS • 
A SHINING EXAMPLE
Reflective material gives emblems 

brilliant visibility in poorly lit situations. 

Thermopatch uses a special technique 

that prints emblems onto the reflective 

material. The advantage of this is that 

the whole background is reflective which 

makes an emblem even more visible.

HIGH VISIBILITY EMBLEMS • 
NOT TO BE MISSED
High Visibility emblems from Thermopatch 

were originally developed for professional 

clothing and uniforms but they are also 

perfect for promotional wear. Available 

in various neon colours and practically 

indestructible, clearly noticeable and 

manufactured in accordance with the EN 

ISO 20471 standard. 

READY EMBLEM • 
FAST AND VERSATILE
Take our Ready emblem, a supple, heat 

seal emblem that we can produce in 

almost any shape or colour, including 

photographic images. In addition to 

its versatility, the short lead time is an 

added advantage.

READY STITCH • SURE AND SECURE
When an image needs to be removable,  

for example so that the fabric can be re-

used, Ready STITCH is the perfect option. 

This emblem has no adhesive layer: Ready 

STITCH is stitched directly onto the work 

clothing. The result is a beautiful emblem, 

available in any colour or shape you want. 

Very durable and suitable for industrial 

washing. Thanks to digital printing Ready 

STITCH is also available at a very attractive 

price. 

DIGILINE PRO • ANY PLACE, 
ANYWHERE
Digiline Pro is the ideal way to turn 

fabrics into promotional wear yourself 

at home. A new type of emblem that can 

be applied using a domestic iron. For use 

on any type of fabric, at any time. And 

available in almost any colour or shape.

FLEXTRANS • VERSATILE AND FLEXIBLE
If a fabric is very stretchy, any transfer 

applied to it should be equally flexible. 

Which is why Flextrans is the best choice.  

A flexible fabric transfer with high print quality 

and colour intensity. Particularly suited to 

sportswear, bags, caps and other promotional 

items. This transfer is only suitable for washing 

at home.

TEXTRA • INTENSE COLOUR DOWN TO THE 
VERY LAST DETAIL
A marvellous addition to our already very 

extensive range. A transfer based on years of 

experience in heatseal in combination with the 

latest digital full colour printtechnics.

BADGES • CLEARLY FLEXIBLE
More and more companies are realising how easy 

it is to use badges. In addition to conferences, 

name badges are now also used frequently 

in hospitals, warehouses and supermarkets. 

Thermopatch plastic badges are printed with 

your company logo. The name label, which you 

can design and print yourself, can then slide 

behind the transparent window. You can also 

choose between a single, double, or multiple line 

name label. The badges are available in a range 

of sizes. The badge comes with a combi clip as 

standard, but other clips are also available. The 

transparent text windows also make the badges 

perfect for re-use.

THERMOCREST • 
ROBUST AND SUSTAINABLE
Thermocrest has already been a very popular 

heat seal emblem for around 40 years. It is 

available in a range of shapes and colours and 

has a classic weave structure. Extremely tough 

and resistant to intensive washing. 

TOPLINE • AN EYE FOR DETAIL
A supple but robust heat seal emblem for 

tough workwear. Thanks to its fine structure it 

is particularly suited to detailed, multi-colour 

designs. Washable at very high temperatures.

1



READY PLUS • COST EFFECTIVE
Do you need to seal a new logo over a 

previously applied logo on a uniform or 

overall? Then Ready PLUS is the solution  

for you. With this very strong product, you  

can avoid costly investments in new  

workwear or company clothing. Available  

in any colour and washable at high 

temperatures.

READY ID • YOU NAME IT
Want to put a company logo and a name 

on your workwear? Ready ID has the 

solution! This type of emblem is produced 

by Thermopatch with personal information 

and a company logo. Distinct and clear.

READY POCKET ID-HOLDER • 
IT'S ALL UNDER CONTROL
Another form of safety: an increasing 

number of companies are starting to use  

IDs. But where to put the card? The Ready  

ID holder has the solution.

 

REPAIR
Thermopatch supplies patches and rolls in 

almost every size and quality. Customer-

specific laminating: Thermopatch offers 

the customer the opportunity to laminate 

their own specific material using our heat 

seal glue. Contact our Sales department 

for more information.
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WOVEN EMBLEM • 
DISTINCT AND STRONG
On workwear this is a very 

distinct emblem with a 3D effect.  

The beautiful colours and appearance 

make this a striking and durable product. 

And all for a very attractive price.

TRUFLEX • STRONG  AND FLEXIBLE
For when safety clothing or workwear 

is really put through its paces: Truflex.  

Can be applied to anything from cotton 

to nylon and its suitable for industrial 

cleaning. A supple powerhouse.

1
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TSLABEL PRINTING
• HiQ-EOS series printers 
• HiQ-Squix printer
• LQ-690 printer

HEAT SEAL MACHINES
• HS-21-SQR
• HS-4-C
• NL-24-PRO
• NL-15-SQR / R

EQ
U

IP
M

EN
T LABEL PRINTING

• HiQ   
• Hytex
• FasTag
• CombiTex/ 

CombiPly

• Plytex
• Ink Cassettes
• Mediron

• Truflex
• Flextrans
• Sublifix

• Ready  
emblems

• Textra
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Visible or discreet. The choice is yours with our innovative 

label technology. Labelling inside your clothing makes the 

rest of the world aware of your identity, subtly. So you can let 

other people do your washing worry-free, knowing you'll get 

your own clothes back again. 

PERSONAL CLOTHING

2
DRESS WELL 

FEEL GOOD 

DO IT RIGHT
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2PERSONAL CLOTHING

TAPE
COMBITEX/COMBIPLY - THERMAL 
FLEXIBILITY
No other tape suitable for automatic 

ironing is as supple and thin whilst being 

this strong. The label can be designed 

and printed yourself, in combination with 

Make Your Mark software. For use with 

HiQ thermal transfer printers.

PERSONAL CLOTHING
MED-LOW - EASE AND QUALITY
The advantage of this white, flexible tape 

is that it can be applied with a domestic 

iron - the glue layer melts even at low 

temperatures. Med-low is available as 

a die-cut or continuous tape and can be 

washed at up to 40˚C. For use with HiQ 

thermal transfer printers.

PRINTER
HIQ-EOS
The cutting-edge technology, simplicity 

and affordability of this label printer, 

with its touch screen, make it a fantastic 

investment. Easy to use, you can locate, 

add information to and print labels 

without even connecting to a PC. Labels 

can also be saved to a USB stick or the 

EOS printer's internal memory. All labels 

are automatically centred in the printer. 

The printer is available with 200 or 300 

dpi resolution. Parts can be replaced in 

a matter of seconds, usually without any 

need for tools.

SOFTWARE
MAKE YOUR MARK EASY LABELLING 
De ‘Make Your Mark’ label software 

makes creating labels easy. This user-

friendly software offers a choice of 

different fonts, positions and sizes. The 

familiar, interleaved 2 of 5 barcode and 

other symbologies as well as an extensive 

range of clip art, are all integrated.

RECOMMENDED
FASTAG
FasTag labels have been specially 

developed for personal items of clothing 

where comfort is a priority. The thin 

and flexible FasTag labels have been 

designed to stretch with the fabric. The 

combination of these properties make 

the label very comfortable, even in direct 

contact with the skin. FasTag is the ideal 

solution for labelling personal items of clothing 

for people in nursing and care homes, hospitals 

and schools (uniforms). These labels can be 

used to apply text, barcodes or a combination 

of both onto clothing. A new FasTag label can 

also be sealed on top of an old one, to make re-

labelling easier. The labels are very durable and 

can withstand industrial washing up to 95 °C.

COMBIPLY
CombiPly is the latest development in Thermal 

Transfer printing for flatwork for hospitals. It is 

also suitable for coding and the necessary care-

labels. So there's no longer any need to sew 

labels on.
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Our labels are used by healthcare institutions all over the world. A cost effective and 

extremely reliable textile registration system. But labels can also be useful within 

the corporate identity market.
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Linen, tablecloths or towels. Whatever sort of flatwork your 

hospital or care home has, we can ensure you will never lose 

it again. With equipment that can print labels or transfers 

directly onto the fabric, our solutions have been developed 

with durability and intensive washing in mind. 

FLATWORK

3
NEVER LOSE 

ANYTHING AGAIN
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3FLATWORK

FLATWORK COMBITEX/COMBIPLY  
- THERMAL FLEXIBILITY
No other tape suitable for automatic 

ironing is as supple and thin whilst being 

this strong. The label can be designed 

and printed yourself, in combination with 

Make Your Mark software. For use with 

HiQ thermal transfer printers.

DECO-PRINT DP2000T - BRAND 
NAMES IN COLOUR
This machine makes sealing or sewing-

on brand names a thing of the past. 

With the Deco-print you can print a logo 

or text directly onto the fabric with the 

utmost precision. Using the letter kit, you 

compile the text yourself, slide the letters 

into the letter holders on the machine 

and start to brand. You can even create 

multicoloured branding.

THERMOMARK – EASY AND DURABLE
Fast, easy and economical: that's 

Thermomark. It has similar properties 

to Thermotrans, in that it creates 

separate labels in a single printer. The 

only difference is that Thermomark is 

washable up to 95˚C.

MARK-UP FLATWORK CHEAPLY 
AND FAST.
In healthcare flatwork such as bed 

linen, sheets and towels needs to be 

labelled clearly. This ensures the right 

flatwork is returned to the right place. 

With our specialised direct marking 

system DP Junior you can mark-up 

flatwork clearly and easily with the name 

of the site, ward etc. Thermopatch has 

developed a permanent direct marking 

system, which allows you to mark-up the 

flatwork at low-cost and high-speed.
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Thermopatch label systems are necessary to ensure the greatest professionalism 

in your work in the care industry. Our products allow you to label bed linen and 

towels, with high-quality and heat-resistant labels that satisfy all of your specific 

requirements.
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We made the Thermopatch equipment with your wants and 

needs in mind. Thanks to 80 years of experience we understand 

our clients' needs, and the responsibilities and limitations of 

hospitals, nursing homes and other medical environments. 

Our label systems can overcome these everyday challenges 

with ease.

EQUIPMENT

4
CLEVERLY OVERCOME 

EVERY CHALLENGE
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4EQUIPMENT
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HIQ-EOS-2 – THE PERFECT TOUCH
High quality technology at an attractive price. A very user-friendly printer 

for perfect results. The HiQ-EOS-2 allows you to print without any need 

for a computer. Pre-designed labels can be stored in the internal memory 

or on a usb stick. This all round printer is available in either 200 or 300 

dpi resolution. For use with thermal transfer tape. For labels on flatwork 

you can apply Mediron or Combitex. Suitable for producing labels on work 

clothing, flatwork and personal clothing items in any sector.

NL-24-PRO – FAST, SAVES ENERGY
The NL-24-PRO Ergo Seal is a table-top, air operated heat seal press 

with foot switch operation. The characteristics of this machine are: 

speed and energy saving. Thanks to the extra workspace around  

the lower platen a heatseal job with large or thicker garments can 

be processed smoothly.

EPSON LQ-690
The Epson LQ-690 is a matrix printer that gives optimum performance 

when it comes to speed, reliability and user-friendliness. Graphical 

data can be printed in a Windows environment in the blink of an 

eye. The versatile Epson LQ-690 is suitable for printing Plytex or 

die-cut tape. This printer's compact, user-friendly design means 

it can be used almost anywhere. Suitable for producing labels on 

work clothing, flatwork and personal clothing items in any sector.

DP-JUNIOR • SMALL BUT STRONG
With the DP Junior you can print a logo directly onto the fabric, is easy to  

position and perfectly suitable for a direct print of a property mark, bran-

ding coding and required washing instructions. Sewing labels is no longer  

necessary.

HIQ-SQUIX • FLEXIBLE AND RELIABLE
With state-of-the-art technology, a modern design, with a full colour touch 

screen and options like a knife for continuous tape, this is thermal transfer 

printing technology at its best.. The HiQ-Squix is available in different confi-

gurations: without knife for die-cut tape, with knife for continuous tape and 

with a perforation knife for easily separate labels. No matter if you use the 

printer stand-alone, with a pc or network - the SQUIX printer is always ready 

and provides a fast print and label output. For use with thermal transfer tape.

NL-40 • FAST AND SIMPLE
Attach logos on shoes and caps with the manually operated NL-40. 

Even balls are easily labelled. The various platens can be mounted 

on the NL-40 without tools.
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PENGUIN HS-21-SQR – DOUBLE PRODUCTIVITY
Do you work with small to medium batches? Then the Penguin HS-21-SQR is 

the press machine for you. Thanks to the two press plate system, you can apply 

labels, patches, transfers and emblems to fabric fast. With a warm-up time of 

under a minute it's the most efficient way to work.

ADVICE AND INFORMATION
Thermopatch offers a wide range of products for fabric decoration. With 

our extensive range it is important to be well-informed and well-advised. 

One of our sales advisers would be happy to discuss your needs and options 

with you. Our product knowledge and years of experience are a vital part 

of finding the solution that best suits your requirements. You can also find 

detailed information on Thermopatch products and an overview of our 

offices at www.thermopatch.com

THERMOPATCH WEBSHOP: ALWAYS CLOSE AT HAND
If you are already a Thermopatch customer, you can order products quickly 

and easily through our webshop. A major part of the webshop is dedicated 

to building up your own personal file. This order file makes re-ordering a 

design or product even easier: you can place your next order with just one 

click of the mouse. 

THERMOPATCH: THE BEST CHOICE
We assume you are already convinced of our quality and diversity; and of 

our knowledge, innovation and global position. Thermopatch would also be 

happy to be your partner in shaping a strong and high quality corporate 

identity. Would you like to know more about the products and services 

offered by Thermopatch? Or are you anxious to know more about corporate 

identity opportunities? Make an appointment today and discover more about 

what we can do for you.

SERVICE
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NL-15-SQR/NL-15-R MAMMOTH – RELIABLE, HEAVY DUTY
A clever combination of advanced technology and modern ergonomic design. 

This heat seal press works incredibly fast and goes into sleep mode automatically 

whenever it is not being used for an amount of time. The Mammoth works on 

compressed air and is suitable for large volumes. Available with square or round 

pressure pads.

HS-4-C – FAST AND ENERGY-SAVING
A machine with a ceramic heating element that applies logos 

or personal information to fabric easily. The Beaver applies 

identification labels, transfers and emblems to fabric quickly 

and easily. Particularly suitable for healthcare institutions and 

clothing suppliers. 
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Thermopatch BV

P.O. Box 50052
1305 AB Almere, Netherlands

Draaibrugweg 14-16
1332 AD Almere, Netherlands

Tel: +31 (0) 36 549 11 11
sales@thermopatch.nl
www.thermopatch.com 
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